**Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).**

Income is used to subsidize the cost of travel announcements or staff time devoted to booking flights. This includes all friends and family members. The AAUM travel program is subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Reservations to be paid in full by July 7, 2019. Reservations are subject to availability.

---

**PARTICIPATING AIRLINES**

- all IATA and ARC Member Carriers

©2018 AHI Travel

Printed in the USA.

---

**I/we reserve the Land | Cruise Program and request the AHI FlexAir to Prague, Czech Republic, with a return from Sofia, Bulgaria, to depart from:**

- Departure City
- Amex

---

**Austria**

Wachau Cultural Landscape, Bratislava | Budapest | Belgrade

- Indulge in cultural activities that celebrate the heritage of these locales:
  - Enrichment programs
- Uncover the highlights of beautiful Passau.
- Come. Be awed. See the world with Blue.

---

**INCLUDED FEATURES**

- 800-492-8155
- International Tower-Suite 600
- Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

---

**PROGRAM DATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Program Dates</th>
<th>Land / Cruise Program Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 20 – October 4, 2019</td>
<td>September 25 – October 10, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LAND | CRUISE PROGRAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Full Price</th>
<th>Special Savings</th>
<th>Special Pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,595</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,845</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,245</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**AHI Travel**

- A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide
- All-inclusive meals in every port of call
- 8 nights
- 800-492-8155
- www.ahitravel.com

---

**Fun Facts**

- Total fun facts: 80
- Total inspirational educational and cultural experiences: 30
- Total inspirational experiences: 20
- Total inspirational educational experiences: 10
- Total inspirational cultural experiences: 5

---

**Join us to visit eight countries and the legendary Blue Danube River.**

---

**Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,**

Thank you for choosing to travel with AHI. We look forward to helping you create wonderful memories with travel that is truly an enriching part of our lives. It allows us to connect with new worlds, new horizons, and new people.
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**Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,**

Thank you for choosing to travel with AHI. We look forward to helping you create wonderful memories with travel that is truly an enriching part of our lives. It allows us to connect with new worlds, new horizons, and new people.
A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should be about more than the joy of seeing new places and meeting new people. Our world evolves at a rapid pace, but at its core are universal values that are important to us all—values like the safety and security of our families, the enduring power of cultural heritage, and the challenges of personal and professional growth.

That’s why we design itineraries that allow you to craft an individual travel experience. Free time means something different to every traveler. You may like to linger in a cozy café or stay on the go. That’s why we design itineraries that allow you to craft an individual travel experience. Free time means something different to every traveler. You may like to linger in a cozy café or stay on the go. That’s why we design itineraries that allow you to craft an individual travel experience.

The high culture of a destination makes it real and important. This is why our lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider knowledge, work with us to craft these journeys. They help us to create a convivial, welcoming atmosphere by creating authentic experiences with local people.

Day 1

Prague, Czech Republic

• Welcome Aboard the Amadeus Star.

Day 2

Prague, Czech Republic

• Spend the afternoon creating your own itinerary in Prague, a magnificent city spread amongst 77 steeples. You'll see the Prague Castle complex, this 16th-century palace features stunning masterpieces, art, and the estate's vast gardens.

Day 3

Vienna, Austria

• Discover the beautiful city of Vienna. Visit the UNESCO World Heritage site of Stiftskirche, known for its blue tower. This fourth-century church is a shining feature of Vienna.

Day 4

Bratislava, Slovakia

• Discover Bratislava’s rich historical and cultural heritage. Visit the 17th-century Holy Trinity Column, built in 1729. The column gives thanks for protection from the plague.

Day 5

Budapest, Hungary

• Enjoy the afternoon at leisure. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz.

Day 6

Dürnstein to Vienna

• Enjoy an exclusive tour of Schönbrunn Palace, where Hungarian archbishops spend their winters, and sample pastry at a café.

Day 7

Vienna, Austria

• Discover the imperial splendor of the Habsburgs. ‘Vienna, Austria

Day 8

Austria

• Visit thelgacies of the noble Lobkowicz family. See the famous Clock Tower, whose 15th-century astronomical clock draws crowds today.

Day 9

Bulgaria

• Visit the ancient city of Plovdiv, one of Europe’s oldest inhabited sites, where the Thracians once thrived. Walk through the Ramnicu Valley and learn about the legacy of the Thracians.

Day 10

Bulgaria

• Discover Bulgaria’s capital, Sofia. See the 17th-century Church of St. Demetrius of Thessaloniki. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz.

Day 11

Sofia, Bulgaria

• Discover Bulgaria’s capital, Sofia. See the 17th-century Church of St. Demetrius of Thessaloniki. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz.

Day 12

Bulgaria

• Experience the village life of Rural Croatia. Take a sensory journey to rural Croatia. Take a sensory journey to rural Croatia.

Day 13

Belgrade, Serbia

• Enjoy the afternoon at leisure. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz.

Day 14

Belgrade, Serbia

• Enjoy the afternoon at leisure. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz. Then learn the steps of this classic dance, the Viennese Waltz.

Day 15

Vidin, Bulgaria

• After breakfast, disembark the ship in Vidin. Our journey will end here. A complimentary transfer is included to the Sofia hotel, located just a short walk from the airport. As you board the Amadeus Star, you'll sense an ambience evocative of a grand European hotel. Wi-Fi is available. Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | Military

ACCOMMODATIONS

ART DECO IMPERIAL HOTEL  |
Located in Prague’s city center, the landmark Art Deco Imperial Hotel is one of the city’s most notable buildings. With modern décor and featuring a river view and a private bathroom with a shower. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available.

SOFIA HOTEL BALKAN  |
Located in Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia Hotel Balkan offers guests a stunning view of the city's downtown district. The hotel’s Stardust Restaurant offers Bulgarian dishes, and guest rooms are decorated in a traditional European style.

AHI Connects: Sofia, Bulgaria

• Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Ancient City of Plovdiv.

FREE TIME OPTIONS

PYC | Choose one of these excursions:

• Highlights of Belgrade.

PYC | Choose one of these excursions:

• Highlights of Belgrade.
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• Highlights of Belgrade.
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• Highlights of Belgrade.

PYC | Choose one of these excursions:

• Highlights of Belgrade.
Let us arrange your Right! AHI Travel offers the following advantages:

- A high level of personalized service
- Special attention to your every need
- Access to our AHI FlexAir program
- Arneral access to our AHI Connects program
- Inclusion of all taxes and fees
- A high level of satisfaction

AHI FlexAir offers the following advantages:

- Single supplement waived for solo travelers
- Access to special promotional fares
- Connecting flights are requested, special promotional fares may be used
- Travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir

AHI Connects offers the following advantages:

- Expert-led programs
- Exceptional savings
- Access to unique experiences

AHI Travel supports the following:

- Educational enrichment
- Travel programs that delight travelers

AHI Travel (800-492-8155) offers many solutions to help you achieve your travel goals. We look forward to hearing from you!

Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,

Thank you for choosing AHI Travel for your upcoming trip. You have made the correct decision to include this trip with your annual travel plans. Your trip will be a breath of fresh air and will be unforgettable, and we are looking forward to providing you with the best possible experience. Our team is committed to making your trip as smooth and enjoyable as possible. We are excited to work with you and look forward to your return!

Cruise to the Danube

Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Cruising the Danube in Budapest

Traveling in luxury and style, you will have the opportunity to experience the rich history and culture of Europe while enjoying the comfort of our luxurious cruise ship. You will have the chance to explore the beautiful city of Budapest, visit the historic sites of Austria, and sample the delicious cuisine of Hungary. You will have the chance to meet new people and make lifelong memories. AHI Travel will take care of every detail, so you can focus on enjoying your trip. We look forward to your return!

For more information, please visit our website or call us at 800-492-8155.
A World Apart

A memorable chapter to the rich story of your life.

in the rhythm of the celebrated Danube River region, adding another perspectives and commentary.

and lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider by creating a convivial, welcoming atmosphere.

allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings.

you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from
 weave together discovery, education and humanity, the best elements

The other important characters in this story are the guides performance.

Melk Abbey.

charm of Bratislava.

Discovery: Day 3

Free Time: •Art Nouveau and Cubism.

•Dürnstein Walking Tour.

•Iron Curtain Bike Tour.

•Old Town and Café.

See Prague’s tour is steeped in baroque architecture and

around churches and medieval castles.

This afternoon, enjoy sailing through the Wachau

that dates from 1736, and admire spectacular

stop to indulge in coffee and cake.

leisurely cycle along the Danube. See vineyards

(Active) Sacher Torte, coffee or

Witness an art collection and taste local wines

houses of Parliament and the Opera House.

•Living Local.

Pécs | Osijek, Croatia | Vukovar

Day 10

PYC | Choose one of these excursions:

•Walking Tour of Pécs.

•Iron Curtain Bike Tour.

•Living Local.

Pécs

Castle, see a pre-WWII bunker and learn about

the area’s urban transformation.

•Living Local.

The Velvet Revolution and

Bratislava, Slovakia

Day 6

PYC | Choose one of these excursions:

•Old Town and Café.

•Guided Bike Tour of Bratislava.

Enjoy the afternoon at leisure.

Day 12

In the evening, join your fellow travelers for a

daytime river cruise in the Wachau Valley.

AHI Connects:

Budapest by Night.

After dinner, delight in

Note:

After breakfast, transfer to the airport for the

Note:

After breakfast, disembark the ship in Vidin.

Transfers and flights included for AHI FlexAir participants.

B|L|D denotes included breakfasts, lunches and dinners.

MS Amadeus Star

(Active) Tesla Museum, discover how this 19th-century

talents of Serbian gastronomy. Taste creamy

Step into St. Sava, a shining feature of Belgrade.

AHI Connects:

Budapest by Night.

After dinner, delight in

Note:

After breakfast, transfer to the airport for the

Note:

After breakfast, disembark the ship in Vidin.

Transfers and flights included for AHI FlexAir participants.

B|L|D denotes included breakfasts, lunches and dinners.
A World Apart
perspectives and commentary.
and lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider
This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important
you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from
The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should
Inspiring Moments
Applaud the graceful turns
Marvel at the lush,
Sip full-bodied, fragrant
gaze at the scenic wonder
Delight in the beguiling

Day 1
Budapest, Hungary
Day 2
Bratislava, Slovakia
Day 3
Vienna, Austria
Day 4
Melk, Austria
Day 5
Dürnstein, Austria
Day 6
Deggendorf, Germany
Day 7
Regensburg, Germany
Day 8
Passau, Germany
Day 9
Vorarlberg, Austria
Day 10
Belgrade, Serbia
Day 11
Sofia, Bulgaria
Day 12
Vidin, Bulgaria

YOUR INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE

Day 1
Budapest, Hungary
Arrive in Budapest, and transfer to your hotel. Enjoy the evening at leisure.

Day 2
Bratislava, Slovakia
Free Time: Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

Day 3
Vienna, Austria
Free Time: Choose one of these excursions:
•Austrian Imperial Ring and Hofburg Palace.
•Belvedere Palace and the Winter Palace.
•Hop-on, Hop-off Bus.
•Highlights of Vienna.

Day 4
Melk, Austria
Free Time: Choose one of these excursions:
•Comprehensive Tour of Melk.
•Cycling along the Danube.

Day 5
Dürnstein, Austria
Free Time: Choose one of these excursions:
•Dürnstein Walking Tour.
•Grape-tasting along the Danube.

Day 6
Deggendorf, Germany
Free Time: Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

Day 7
Regensburg, Germany
Free Time: Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

Day 8
Passau, Germany
Free Time: Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

Day 9
Vorarlberg, Austria
Free Time: Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

Day 10
Belgrade, Serbia
Check out our itinerary for more details. We've done the legwork. Now the choice is yours.

Day 11
Sofia, Bulgaria
Included
Free Time: Choose one of these excursions:
•Guided Tour of Sofia and its Architecture.
•Varna and the Black Sea Coast.

Day 12
Vidin, Bulgaria
Included
Free Time: Choose one of these excursions:
•Guided Tour of Vidin and Bulgaria.
•Head of Decebalus, Iron Gate Gorge.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Alps

ART DECO IMPERIAL HOTEL

SOFIA HOTEL BALKAN

BULGARIA

CZECH REPUBLIC

PRAGUE

HUNGARY

SLOVAKIA

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

CROATIA

SERBIA

BULGARIA

ACCOMMODATIONS

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

SOFIA, BULGARIA

SOFIA HOTEL BALKAN

Located in Prague's city center, the landmark Art Deco Imperial Hotel is one of the city’s most prestigious. The hotel, which hosted the 1938 Winter Olympics, is a striking example of Art Deco design. Enjoy the hotel’s elegant interiors, stunning views of the Vltava River, and a prime location in the heart of Prague’s Old Town Square.

SOFIA HOTEL BALKAN

Located in Sofia's city center, the Sofia Hotel Balkan is a landmark hotel known for its Art Deco charm and central location. The hotel’s elegant interiors, Art Deco restaurant, and rooftop terrace provide a perfect setting for exploring Sofia's vibrant culture and history.

Travelers will experience the art and culture of each region, from the historical sites and landmarks of Europe to the vibrant local cuisine and traditional music. The Amadeus Star offers a unique blend of luxury and comfort, with spacious cabins, elegant public spaces, and a range of onboard activities and excursions.

This river cruise on the Danube takes travelers on a journey through the heart of Europe, exploring the region's rich history, culture, and natural beauty. With stops in iconic cities like Budapest, Vienna, and Prague, and visits to lesser-known destinations like Passau and Regensburg, the cruise offers a comprehensive overview of Eastern Europe's diverse landscapes and peoples.

For more information or to book your tour, visit Amadeus River Cruises online or contact your travel advisor.
A World Apart

in the rhythm of the celebrated Danube River region, adding another
expert guides and lecturers who call this area home.

commitment to delivering authentic experiences with local people.

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should
Inspiring Moments

Applaud the graceful turns
Savor a moment of quiet
Marvel at the lush,
Delight in the beguiling

表演。

during

tasting in Pécs.
on the Danube.
during an
evening sail

Day 1

Arrive in Prague and meet your tour guide. Transfer to your hotel in

Personalize your cruise | PYC |

Free time means something different to every traveler. You may like to linger in a cozy café or stay on

PERSONALIZE YOUR CRUISE | PYC |

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many 

The remainder of the day is at leisure

Day 2

Today, head to the Old Town Square to see Prague Castle.

Free Time: Enjoy some free time to explore the city on your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 3

Embark yourfirst-class ship and kick off your

Free time: Today, spend some time exploring the city on your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 4

Tonight, join your fellow travelers for a special Welcome Reception.

Free time: This evening, you may like to explore some

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 5

Passau has been called “one of the world's most

Free time: Today, you may like to explore some

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 6

Relish an

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 7

During leisure time, try Viennese

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 8

Travel into the heart of

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 9

Rejoin the ship in Mohács and sail to Belgrade.

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 10

Enjoy a special welcome on board!

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 11

Discover the

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 12

Enjoy a memorable lunch and stunning views

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 13

During leisure time, try

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 14

Farewell Reception and Dinner.

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 15

After breakfast, transfer to the airport for the return

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 16

This history lesson can be quite an

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 17

This tour was specially designed to

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 18

You will have the chance to

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 19

This is the end of your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 20

This is the end of your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 21

This is the end of your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Day 22

This is the end of your

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many

Free time: You may like to explore the city's many
A World Apart

The story of Vienna involves two Is a landlocked capital: once a great empire, today a center of art, music, and history. A city oföverspeaks your sense of the real and the imagined. Tour new districts, experience the waltzing rhythms of the dance halls, and sample the flavors of the past and present. Vienna is a city of contrasts, from the grandeur of the Hofburg Palace to the sophistication of the Alte Oper. The cityscape is a kaleidoscope of history and art, with museums and galleries that showcase the works of renowned artists.

Day 1

Free Time:

You arrive at Vienna Airport and are transferred to your hotel. After checking into your hotel, spend the afternoon exploring the city on your own. You may wish to visit the Schönbrunn Palace, a former imperial residence that is now a museum and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. You may also explore the Prater amusement park, the first indoor ice rink in the world, or take a stroll along the Vienna Woods, a natural park that is home to deer and other wildlife.

Day 2


Your Individual Experience:

Your Individual Experience:

Discover Vienna:

Vienna

Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | History


day 2

Vienna

Arrive your gateway city: Vienna, Europe's capital and a cultural oasis.

Free Time:

Vienna is a city of contrasts, from the grandeur of the Hofburg Palace to the sophistication of the Alte Oper. The cityscape is a kaleidoscope of history and art, with museums and galleries that showcase the works of renowned artists.

Day 3


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 4


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 5


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 6


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 7


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 8


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 9


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 10


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 11


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 12


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 13


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 14


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

Day 15


Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Comprehensive Tour of Vienna:

Morning: Discover Vienna:

In the morning, take a guided tour of Vienna, the capital of Austria and one of Europe's most charming cities. You will visit the Hofburg Palace, the former imperial residence that served as a royal court for over 600 years. You will also see the Vienna State Opera, one of the world's most famous opera houses, and the Stadtpark, a park that is home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Your tour will also include a visit to the Naturhistorisches Museum, one of Europe's largest natural history museums. In the afternoon, you will have free time to explore on your own or visit the Belvedere Palace, a former imperial residence that now houses one of the world's most important collections of art.

B | L | D denotes included breakfasts, lunches and dinners.
A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It involves the simple pleasures of slowing down, appreciating the beauty of a setting, and fully immersing yourself in your surroundings. The Travel Directors with Abercrombie & Kent provide a direct connection to the sites you visit, always delivering the unexpected with a smile.

Traveling in a small group makes you feel connected to your fellow travelers. Being part of an intimate, like-minded group allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. Your Travel Director is there to ensure you make the most of your experience, sharing behind-the-scenes anecdotes and introducing you to the best local spots. This means it’s easier to explore and discover what you might not have thought possible.

The other important characters in this story are the guides you meet along the way—the historians who take you on a journey through the ages and the connoisseurs who help you navigate the culinary scene. Each is well-versed in their field, bringing depth and context to your experience.

With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged in every aspect of your journey. Your personal travel story begins with our experts who are ready to take you on an adventure that’s truly unforgettable.

In Transit

Tonight, gather for a special Welcome Reception.

Spend the afternoon pursuing your own itinerary in Prague, a magnificent city spread across both banks of the Vltava River. In the Old Town, you’ll find charming narrow streets, medieval houses, and exquisite architecture. The Wenceslas Square—to name just one—is a vibrant hub for cafes, bars, and restaurants. Stroll through the Old Town and listen to historical accounts. Don’t miss Prague’s Jewish Quarter, a poignant reminder of the city’s rich history. Tour the Old-New Synagogue and explore the Jewish Museum, which houses a wealth of artifacts and provides fascinating insight into Jewish history.

The artistic and cultural scene is equally vibrant. Be sure to visit the Prague National Museum, which houses a vast collection of medieval art, religious artifacts, and natural history exhibits. Another must-see is the St. Vitus Cathedral, the centerpiece of Prague Castle, and the Prague National Gallery, which boasts an impressive collection of Czech and European art. This afternoon, enjoy a walking tour of the Old Town, where you’ll find a blend of Gothic, Baroque, and Renaissance architecture.

Dinner today is included at the hotel. Please refer to the hotel information page for details.

Day 2

Enjoy a full-day tour of the most fascinating sights and attractions in Prague. First, visit the Prague Castle complex, one of the largest bastions of medieval architecture in the world. Take in the grandeur of the St. Vitus Cathedral, the pride of Prague Castle, and the adjacent Jesuit College. Then, explore the Castle’s many palaces, enjoying a glimpse into the lives of the Czech monarchs who once resided here. The ornate courtyards, sumptuous chambers, and dizzying royal collections offer a fascinating glimpse into the world of royalty.

Afternoon Free Time in Prague.

Day 3

Discover the Wachau Valley, a UNESCO World Heritage Site known for its stunning scenery and rich cultural heritage. Set within the quarter’s synagogues, the exhibits house everything from arms and musical instruments from the past to contemporary Jewish life. The exhibits provide an intimate glimpse into Czech Jewish life, from the time of the expulsion to the present day.

Afternoon Free Time in Melk.

Day 4

This morning, head to the gently rolling hills of Wachau, an area of gentle beauty famous for its vineyards and historic castles. Visit Melk Abbey, situated on a terrace overlooking the Danube River. This Benedictine abbey, a marvel of Gothic architecture, is home to the gilded copper Verdun Altar. Explore the abbey’s interior and enjoy stunning views of the Wachau Valley region from its terrace.

This afternoon, enjoy sailing through the Wachau Valley, one of the world’s most beautiful wine regions. The riverbanks boasts charming villages clustered along the banks, each with its own unique character and charm. This evening, join your fellow travelers for a special Welcome Reception.

Day 5

This morning, visit the city of Krems, founded in the 12th century and home to a number of important historical sites. Explore the town’s charming alleyways and visit the Kesermayer Carousel, a spectacular wooden merry-go-round that dates back to 1775. In the afternoon, enjoy a walking tour of Krems during which you’ll discover the town’s rich history and culture. This evening, enjoy a special Welcome Reception.

Day 6

Visit the charming riverside town of Dürnstein, known for its medieval architecture and charming atmosphere. Take a short hike up to Stiftskirche, known for its blue tower. This afternoon, enjoy a cruise through the Wachau Valley, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Wachau Valley is renowned for its stunning scenery, historic castles, and vineyards. Take in the breathtaking views of the Wachau Valley region as you sail through the valley.

This evening, enjoy a special Welcome Reception.

Day 7

This morning, visit the city of Krems, founded in the 12th century and home to a number of important historical sites. Explore the town’s charming alleyways and visit the Kesermayer Carousel, a spectacular wooden merry-go-round that dates back to 1775. In the afternoon, enjoy a walking tour of Krems during which you’ll discover the town’s rich history and culture. This evening, enjoy a special Welcome Reception.

Day 8

Today, embark your first-class ship and kick off your Danube River cruise with a scenic sail. Settle into your cabin and enjoy the views from the top deck as you cruise along the river. There’s plenty to see and do on board, from workshops and lectures to wine tastings and riverbank excursions.

Day 9

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 10

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 11

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 12

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 13

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 14

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.

Day 15

Visit the town of Passau, known as the “Gateway to the Balkans.” This charming town is located at the confluence of the Danube, Ilz and Inn rivers, and is home to an impressive array of architectural treasures, including the historic St. Stephen’s Cathedral and the Baroque Stiftskirche.
Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,

Thank you for your interest in a trip to one of the most beautiful and historically rich destinations in Europe! This extraordinary trip allows you to see the best of Eastern Europe, including Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Austria, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic, along with a visit to the timeless city of Prague.

Your One-of-a-Kind Journey

While you are on your trip, you will have the opportunity to visit some of the most famous landmarks in Europe, including Schönbrunn Palace and Gardens, Szentendre Art Colony, and the Art Deco Imperial Hotel in Prague. You will also have the chance to engage with local culture, cuisine, and history by experiencing traditional music, dance, and local customs.

Your Trip Includes...

- Flights from your home airport to Sofia, Bulgaria
- Deluxe and first-class accommodations throughout the trip
- All meals noted in the itinerary
- Most transfers and excursions
- Wine and select beverages at meals
- Art history and cultural enrichment

Exclusions...

- Airfare to Sofia, Bulgaria
- Wine and select beverages not specifically mentioned in the itinerary
- Personal expenses

Our mission is to deliver an exceptional experience, and we have designed this trip to cater to the needs of our University of Michigan community. You will be traveling with a small group of like-minded alumni, ensuring a personalized and engaging experience.

Let us arrange your flight!

We understand that choosing the best flights can be a daunting task, which is why we are offering this service to our alumni travelers. Our travel experts will work with you to find the best options for your trip, ensuring you have a smooth and enjoyable journey.

Inclusive Features

- All flights and transfers
- All meals and beverages as specified in the itinerary
- Professional guides
- All accommodations as specified in the itinerary
- All included excursions
- All admissions and entry fees
- All tips

TRIP OPTIONS

Purchases of optional excursions, trip extensions, and travel insurance are available for additional cost. Please visit our website for more information.

An application will be sent after you reserve. All cancellations will be governed by the terms and conditions set out herein, including but not limited to the cancellation terms.

We believe in making your trip a memorable one, and we want to ensure that you have the best experience possible. That’s why we offer a variety of travel insurance options, including trip cancellation insurance. It is highly recommended that all travelers purchase this insurance to protect against unexpected expenses.

Let us arrange your flight and insurance, and make your trip worry-free! Contact us today to learn more about our services and to find out how we can help you plan your next adventure.

AHI Travel

800-462-8155

www.ahitravel.com

Sponsored by the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Join us to visit eight countries and sail the legendary Danube River!
Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travellers,

Travel is not just an opportunity to explore new destinations but also a chance to reconnect with friends and immerse yourself in new experiences. That's why AHI Travel has designed this unparalleled trip to Hungary, Austria and Germany. Join us to visit eight countries and sail the legendary Danube River from Budapest to Passau!

The journey is scheduled from September 30th to October 5th, featuring a blend of history, culture and natural beauty. You will visit iconic cities like Vienna, Budapest and Passau, each with its own unique charm and atmosphere.

Here are some of the highlights you can expect from us:

• Explore the historic city of Vienna, the capital of Austria, rich with culture and tradition.
• Experience the natural beauty of the Danube Delta in Romania, home to diverse flora and fauna.
• Savor the local cuisine and wines in each destination, reflecting the region's rich heritage.
• Enjoy a visit to Wachau, a UNESCO World Heritage site known for its vineyards.
• Take part in a free excursion to Neuschwanstein Castle, a fairytale-like palace.
• Discover the charming town of Tübingen in Germany, known for its medieval architecture.
• Indulge in cultural activities that celebrate the local traditions and crafts.
• Expert Guides: All trips are led by experienced, English-speaking guides who will enhance your experience.
• Free time to pursue your own interests.
• All-inclusive, well-balanced meals, including breakfast, lunch and dinner.
• On-board access to the top deck with complimentary drinks during dinner and leisure time.
• On-board fitness center.
• A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide clearly.
• Free time to explore the destinations at your own pace.

As a result, the Association is not responsible for their acts or omissions. The Association acts only as agent for the participants in booking accommodations, car-rental company, cruise line and/or tour operator named in our brochure. As a result, the Association is not responsible for their acts or omissions. The Association acts only as agent for the participants. All participants are participating in this travel program, you authorize AHI Travel, without limitation, to exercise all the authority to use images, audio recordings, or other services. All such persons or entities are independent contractors and neither AHI Travel, the Association, nor the Association’s employees is responsible for the acts or defaults of any person or entity engaged in conveying passengers or providing accommodations or other services. All such persons or entities are independent contractors and neither AHI Travel, the Association, nor the Association’s employees is responsible for any liability, loss, additional expenses occasioned thereby. Dates, program and price are subject to change without notice. The Association reserves the right to cancel the program or any part thereof for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than return of their payments to the extent of their proportionate share of the total amount paid which constitutes the sole responsibility of the owners at all times. If the entire program is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than return of their payments to the extent of their proportionate share of the total amount paid which constitutes the sole responsibility of the owners at all times. If the entire program is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than return of their payments to the extent of their proportionate share of the total amount paid which constitutes the sole responsibility of the owners at all times.

To book your trip, please contact AHI Travel at 800-492-8155 or via email at alumnitravel@umich.edu. You can also visit our website at www.umalumni.com for more information. We look forward to seeing you on this unforgettable journey!
Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,

Travel is one of the best ways to relax, refresh and experience something new. It’s a Window on the World.

An Alumni Association travel group is a Window on the World...one of the best ways to relax, refresh and experience something new. So many doors to open, so many windows to view! Are you ready?

Join us for a trip into the past or the future, a trip into new cultures or new experiences. Whether long or short, we’ve got the trip for you. We’ve spent 52+ years designing and delivering travel programs that delight travelers. With AHI you can rely on:

• Experienced Travel Directors who get the best deals and rates
• Extensive research to craft a travel program that meets your needs
• Customized tours to meet the needs of the group
• The right is reserved to make changes to the itinerary or to any other part of the program, either before or after the program begins. This right is also reserved to decline to accept or to retain any person as a member of the tour should such person’s health, actions or general deportment impede the operation of the tour or the rights or welfare of other members. With the mutual understanding that any additional expenses will constitute the sole contract between the company(ies) and the participant.

International flights are not included.

Itinerary:

Airline and Resort Information:

Date: 0[9]309-20-0[9]409

AHI Travel
800-492-8155 or Fax: 847-318-8981
www.ahitd.com

Program Director: [Name]

Day 1: September 20: Prague Arrival

- Welcome AHI FlexAir.
- Welcome reception at the hotel.
- 2 night accommodations in Prague.
- Dinner at local restaurant!

Day 2: September 21: Prague

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Visit the famous Charles Bridge.
- Take a leisurely walk through the Old Town Square.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 3: September 22: Prague

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Visit the historic Pink Palace.
- Visit the famous Old Town Square.
- Visit the Grand Palace.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 4: September 23: Prague to Vienna

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Travel to Vienna.
- 2 night accommodations in Vienna.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 5: September 24: Vienna

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Visit the Hofburg Palace.
- Visit the Schönbrunn Palace.
- Visit the Jewish Quarter.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 6: September 25: Vienna to Budapest

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Travel to Budapest.
- 2 night accommodations in Budapest.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 7: September 26: Budapest

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Visit the Fisherman’s Bastion.
- Visit the Buda Castle.
- Visit the Pest District.
- Dinner at local restaurant.

Day 8: September 27: Budapest to Vienna

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Travel to Vienna.
- Transfer to airport for return home.

Day 9: September 28: Vienna Departure

- Breakfast at hotel.
- Departure.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Our personalized air program takes your adventure to the next level.

Travel Consultants

Expert Guides

Leaders

Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Our personalized air program takes your adventure to the next level. Based on your needs, either travel in a group with other travelers or enjoy a completely private trip with your own personal AHI Travel representative.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Whether it’s a luxury hotel in Paris, a wellness retreat in Hawaii or a cultural tour in Mexico, AHI Travel has the travel program for you. Our experienced travel directors will help you plan the perfect trip.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Whether it’s a luxury hotel in Paris, a wellness retreat in Hawaii or a cultural tour in Mexico, AHI Travel has the travel program for you. Our experienced travel directors will help you plan the perfect trip.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Whether it’s a luxury hotel in Paris, a wellness retreat in Hawaii or a cultural tour in Mexico, AHI Travel has the travel program for you. Our experienced travel directors will help you plan the perfect trip.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative of our program. This representative will assist you with all aspects of the trip, acting as your personal concierge and assuring your satisfaction.

AHI Travel specializes in creating and managing travel programs that delight travelers. Whether it’s a luxury hotel in Paris, a wellness retreat in Hawaii or a cultural tour in Mexico, AHI Travel has the travel program for you. Our experienced travel directors will help you plan the perfect trip.
Dear University of Michigan Alumni Travelers,

Thank you for trusting us with the planning and execution of your next trip. We are excited to embark on yet another journey together with you. As a U-M alum, you know that the University is rich in history and the Alumni Association is proud to share these stories with you. Our experts work meticulously to ensure that your trip is an educational and unforgettable experience.

In this brochure, you’ll find a selection of trips for you and your family to experience the best of Europe. Each trip is designed to highlight the local culture, history, and heritage of the countries we visit. This year, we will be offering tours to destinations such as Prague, Austria, and Italy. From the majestic castles of Prague to the bustling streets of Vienna, our trips are carefully curated to provide a comprehensive experience of the countries we visit.

As always, we are committed to ensuring your comfort and safety. Our experienced staff will be available to assist you at every turn, from the moment you arrive at the airport to the moment you return home. We understand that travel can be stressful, so we are here to make it as smooth and enjoyable as possible.

If you have any questions or need further information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are looking forward to welcoming you on your next trip with us. Remember, your experience is our priority, and we are here to make sure you have the trip of a lifetime.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Alumni Association of the University of Michigan